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A street at night. Nine private spaces are 
“invaded” along that street. Each of these 
spaces contains “installed” actors shown in 
different situations. Sometimes they are like 
real people from the neighborhood, other 
times they are shown in evidently fictitious 
situations. Without being aware that they are 
being observed, these characters reveal their 
habits and do things. Nothing much. These 
situations either do not have dialogue or if they 
do, very little is said. However through a 
subtitling system set up on each of the 
situations, the audience has access either to 
what characters are thinking or to the story of 
their personal journey: their past, their present 
circumstances, even their future after the 
moment we see being portrayed. Lots of 
thoughts, lot of stories.

Of these nine situations, six unfold inside  but 
still visible from the street through windows  
and three take place in the street. The nine 
situations are represented simultaneously on 
both sides of the street and the audience can 
walk through them, following the flow of the 
stories and thoughts they have access to; like a 
tidal wave that allows them to enter an internal 
dimension of people's life.  
The situations last ten minutes: they start, 
stop and start again in regular intervals, like a 
mechanism.
Even though each situation has no narrative 
connection to the others, the tour from one 
situation to the next can be made in a linear 
way, consecutively or randomly, in which each 
person can choose his combination and build 
his own sense of wholeness.

The starting point is capturing a key moment, a 
moment in the here and now capable of being 
performed but opening up the story´s wider 
dimension, like a 19th century novel that is 
impossible to portray. As if all the stories 
contained inside a segment of the city and its 
habitants could be simultaneously narrated in 
present, past and future

La Marea was created and performed for the 
first time in September 2005 in Buenos Aires 
during the 5th edition of Festival Internacional 
de Buenos Aires. The work took place at 
Pasaje Rivarola, in downtown Buenos Aires for 
three consecutive days and was seen by 3000 
people.
La Marea was also presented at the Hebbel 
Theatre in Berlin, Homo Novus Festival in Riga, 
Dublin Theatre Festival and Festival Automme 
en Normandie in Rouen 2007. In 2008 will be 
presented in Festival TransAmeriques in 
Montreal, Carrefour Internacional de Theatre 
in Quebec City and Yokohama, Japan.



THE PROCESS

The process is like the action of looking at a stranger in the street or in a public space and 
wondering what they are thinking, what their story is, what they are doing there, what their future 
will be…
The private turned into a public exhibition.

The audience is placed in a subtly voyeuristic position, as it were spying inside somene else´s 
house. At the same time as the fictional situations are placed in a real context the borderline 
between fiction and reality started to vanished and that allows the audience to see their streets 
and their ordinary places in a different way.

The situations represented are straightforward, but by contrast their words become more 
complex and crazy, generating a particular dynamic between what is seen and what is read. The 
situations would have no meaning without what the subtitles reveals, and the interest lies in the 
contrast between the two levels of interpretation.

The idea of making the private public is also emphasised by sound: the sound of each of the 
invaded spaces are amplified outwards.  On the other hand the aim is for the sound to accompany 
the audience as they move along, occasionally connecting one situation to another.

The project is designed to take place over four days, at night. It is conceived so that it can be seen 
by a large audience, including anyone chancing to pass by the street.



The situations taking place along the street:

1- A man has just had a motorbike accident. His body lies close to the motorbike in the middle of the street. 
Through the subtitles we learn his story up to the moment when the accident happened and also what he is 
thinking at this precise moment as he hangs between life and death. 

2- A woman is trying to get to sleep (in a bed placed in a shop window). The subtitles allow us access to her 
thoughts, to the stream of mental associations and reappraisals that take place before falling asleep. 

3- A Bar, three different characters there. An old man who traveled around the world, from one Hilton hotel 
to another, after his wife death; a waitress who receives letters from his boyfriend who is in Irak and reads it 
in her work; a young man who thinks he wants to be like Belmondo while he reads a newspaper.

4- A man is standing on a balcony. A party is in full swing in the room behind him. 

5- A couple on the verge of splitting up are in their sitting room having dinner  seen through their window. 
The subtitles tell the story of the man's family from his grandparents to now, sixty years of history to the 
moment being shown. We also learn how the two of them met, what their relationship was like and why they 
are on the verge of splitting up. And also what the future holds for each of them after what we see happening 
now. 

6- A man is waiting for a woman who arranged to meet him at a street corner. The subtitles tell us this man's 
story, then that of the woman he is waiting for and also their successive thoughts up to that moment. 

7- A scene in a bookshop.  A young man watches a girl close by. The subtitles enable us to see what he is 
thinking, what he is imagining he would say if he dared speak to her and how he sees the future they might 
have together. His imagination is unleashed by the very fact of envisaging the future. 

8- A body-builder trains alongside a young girl playing Schubert on the piano in the sitting room of a house. 
The subtitles reveal the story of these strange characters and the music that can be heard. 

9- A man and a woman walk from one corner of the street to the other. At a given moment they stop and 
embark on a five-minute long kiss… A camera dolly carrying the subtitling system accompanies the 
characters as they move along. 
The subtitles explain that this is their first kiss, which is why they 
will always remember this moment and this place. 
We can also read what each of them is thinking as they kiss
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ABOUT MARIANO PENSOTTI

Mariano Pensotti was born in Buenos Aires, 1973.
He first started to work in cinema and video. We did the feature film El camino del medio (1994) 
and Soñar lobos y Jirafas (1996) for which he received a grant on Creation from Fundacion 
Antorchas and the Hubert Bals Fund from the Nederlands, and the short film Peluquerías Golem 
(1997).
His last works in theatre, as author and director were La Marea premiered at Festival 
Internacional of Buenos Aires in 2005 and in the Kunsten Festival des Arts Brussels in 2006, 
Laura (2005) in Portón de Sanchez of Buenos Aires, Los Muertos (2004) together with Beatriz 
Catani that was premiered at the Hebbel Theater in Berlin, Vapor (2004) at Espacio Callejón in 
Buenos Aires, and El Rio (2004), at the Centro Cultural de España in Buenos Aires. He also wrote 
and directed Ojos Ajenos (2000) at the Centro Cultural Rojas, Trieste (2001) at the C.C. Rojas 
and Centro Recoleta, Los 8 de Julio (2002) together with Beatriz Catani at the Teatro Sarmiento 
that took parto f the Ciclo Biodrama, Noche en las Cataratas (2003) at the Goethe Institut and 
the Tearto Del Otro Lado. He also directed a work in progress version of La herida en el costado 
from the Spanish writer Pilar Campos Gallego.
The texts he wrote Atardecer y Verano were presented in 2002 at the Casa de America in 
Madrid. As dramaturgist he wrote part of the texts for Manifiesto de niños, performance of the 
Periferico de Objetos and for the opera Gli Amori di Apolo e di Dafne, directed by Beatriz Catani, 
both premiered at the KunstenFestivaldeArts in Brussels 2005. He is actually a residence 
director for the carrier of dramatic Art of the Instituto Universitario Nacional de Artes (IUNA) in 
Buenos Aires.
He studied dramaturgy with Daniel Verones and Alejandro Tantanian, and mise-en-scene with 
Ruben Szuchmacher.
In 1998 he was invited to a residence for theatrical writing in La Loggia CISD (Italy) at program 
Unesco-Aschberg. In 2002 he was selected to attend the workshop Curso de Profesionales de 
Dramaturgia y Direccion from Casa de America in Madrid, and among their professors were the 
spanish Sanchis Sinisterra and Juan Mayorga. In 2003 he received the First Price in the contest 
Dramaturgy German Rozenmacher organized by the Festival Internacional de Buenos Aires for 
his play “Vapor”.  “Vapor” also received a grant for the creation by the Fundacion Antorchas in 
2004. The same piece also received subsidies from Proteatro and the Instituto Nacional del 
Teatro.
His piece Trieste was translated to german and was performed in a work in progress versión in 
Stuttgart. His piece Defensa india de dama was translated to italian. Vapor was translated to 
english, french and polish. La Marea to french and flemish.
Trieste was published  at the Festival del Rojas, Atardecer y Verano at Casa de America in 
Madrid, Vapor by the Festival Internacional de Buenos Aires and El Rio by the Instituto Nacional del 
Teatro.
He had explored in some of his mise-en-scene (Trieste, Noche en las cataratas) the expresive use 
of the video yuxtapuesto with live acting as narrative element. In other works (Los 8 de Julio, Los 
Muertos) the research was concentrated in the theatrical boundaries, joining documentary 
elements for the fictional constructions. And in other cases (Ojos Ajenos, Vapor) the work was 
supported by a personal dramaturgy with tendencies of developing an own world and the work 
with the actors
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Set and costume: Mariana Tirantte
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Video: Juan Minujin
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